












Reexamining the Concept of Sustainability :




 "Sustainability" is the ubiquitous buzzword used in contemporary society. However, its meaning 
is diversified from different perspectives by various experts, and a lot of confusion is seen in discussions 
using this word. This paper aims to reexamine sustainability as "concept", not as an ambiguous buzzword 
or slogan, considering this situation. Here, "concept" refers to "device" for "logically ordering the empirical 
reality by thought" according to the definition of Max Weber. As a result, it is presented as "ideal type". 
The ideal type is an expression means for judging and describing the linkage of various events constituting 
an infinitely diverse empirical reality from the viewpoint of how close or far it is to it. It is presented as 
"one utopia" concept that is never found empirically somewhere in reality. In doing so, the author will 
especially pay attention to the historical recognition called "Anthropocene", that is, the term to encapsulate 
the concept of a geological time period during which human activity has come to have a major effect on the 
natural functioning of the planet (the typical case is climate change) and we are now living in the midst of 
such an era.
 As a result of the reexamination, this paper derives the ideal type of sustainability as shown in Fig 1, 
based on the historical view of the Anthropocene, and with reference to recent research, such as, “working 
definition of sustainability”(Thiele), “three meanings of sustainability”(Becker), "triple bottom line"(Elkington), 
"triple-helix model of sustainability”(Scalia et al), and the scheme of “relationship between society, the 
economy and the environment”(Cato). That is to say, sustainability refers to the state that the relationship 
between society and the environment is mutually interconnected being bearable, the relationship between 
the environment and the economy is mutually interconnected being viable, the relationship between 
the economy and society is mutually interconnected being equitable, and these three relationships are 
overlapping. In this definition, "nature" means "the nature not pervaded by the social", and "environment" 
is "the nature pervaded by the social". And then, both the environment and the economy are embedded 
in society at the same time. Furthermore, the author considers this ideal type in relation to ethics, science, 
culture, and intergenerational fairness. Finally, the relevance of capitalism and sustainability is examined. 
In this context, global management system supported by "geo - power" which captures humans as just one 
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species uniformly is far from this ideal type, and that natural capitalism incorporated into the capitalist 
system which admires infinite economic growth also departs from this ideal type will be argued.













































































なく、2015 年 9 月の国連サミットで採択された
「サステイナブル・ディベロップメントのための
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べきではあるまい（Hawken, Lovins, Lovins, 




















































































Bonneuil, 2016:215= 野 坂 訳 2018:262） で あ
り、社会学的に言えば「経済の社会からの脱埋め
込み（disembeddedness）」であった（Giddens, 























































































































v : viable（育成し合う） 






















































































































る専門家たち」（Fressoz & Bonneuil, 2016:95=































































































ンズの悲劇（tragedy of the commons）」によっ
て自然を持続的に管理するには私有物として所有
することが最適であるとして共有もしくは共同





































































































と思われる（Fressoz & Bonneuil, 2016:227=















































































































































































































































Nations General Assembly Resolution on the 
Convention on the Prohibition of Military 
or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental 
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